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As if you were in a Norwegian Wood with lush trees and boundless 
land in sight. Elks and brown bears are chasing after each other. 
Behind them, glaciers and rivers are stretching on along the 
horizon...Inspired by splendid Nordic scenery, Jason’s designer 
integrates the aura of natural landscape into his design, and 
creates an office environment with burlywood where men and 
nature could co-exist harmoniously. Sit down, immerse yourself 
in the fragrance of nature, and free your soul from urban noises.
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FAS-level white oak from North America painted with food-grade wax oil finishing,
Natural texture and colors are exposed with 45-degree beveled edges,
creating a perfect combination of beauty and superior touch.

EW91

EW25

EW26
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The one-piece side cabinet with a 
combination lock at your command and tray 
designed on the top will make your work 
more organized.

It never tries to attract attention by carrying out bold posture. Legs with smooth lines and concealed 
cable management devices, make it understated yet powerful.
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Be minimalist. Less is more.
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Say no to tedious office filled with cubicles. A modern 
office should be flexible enough and efficient spatially. For 
individual working, for meeting, for lunch, for reading... This 
is a space that has blurred the boundary of office and home.
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The environment-friendly felt desk-mounted 
screen will create a new world for you. No 
matter for office working or communication, 
this space is all yours.
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In a room filled with winter sunshine, there stands a high office desk, presenting 
the notion of minimalist aesthetic with the understated charm of burlywood.

It is processed with patented edge-banding technology with 
wood grain that is as real as the work of Mother Nature. 
The four corners are meticulously rounded to provide better 
support for your arms. Connected with mortise and tenon 
joint technique, it is a work of craftsmanship. 
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Nights are long in winter across the Arctic Pole. Finnish people always like to drink 
a little with several close friends in a time like this. See, who's proposing a toast and 
starts to sing tipsily yet happily? And who’s lighting the campfire and begins another 
party? The dancing flame illuminates the lake, and lights up the dark winter.
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When burlywood meets mellow curves, when fabric is dyed in Morandi grey, 
and when ideas collide, you will see what it is like to be in a pleasant communication.
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A cup of coffee and a book, a bookshelf and a chair, a blanket and a pillow:
these are all we need to create a scene of Nordic style.
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Sofa

EW77/EW90/EW25/EW26/EW91/EFJ43Material

EW78
W2400*D1200*H760(mm)

EW72
W1600*D600*H1050(mm)

EW26
W373*D440*H540(mm)

SJ60.1
W1500*D710*H770(mm)

SJ61
W610*D540*H760(mm)

EFJ40
W470*D300*H41(mm)

EFJ42
W65*D65*H65(mm)

EW25
W1002*D560*H610(mm)

EW77
W2400*D1200*H1050(mm)

EW77
φ1100*H1050(mm)

EW90
W2002*D560*H1500(mm)

EW91
W1200*D400*H1200(mm)

EFJ39
W356*D300*H41(mm)

EFJ41
W65*D65*H65(mm)

SJ60.1
W770*D690*H770(mm)

EFJ43
W1175*D350*H8(mm)

EW80
W2000*D950*H760(mm)

EW71
W1200*D400*H1050(mm)

E-09W-23B E-12 E-13

S-SD13

HOUNDSTOOTHSM Series

Main Color Auxiliary Color 

TM Series

S-SD Series

Specification

SM-QN29BSM-QN10BSM-ML81B SM-ML60B SM-ML50B SM-ML40BSM-ML82BSM-ML21B

TM-VI10BTM-VI11BTM-VI81B TM-VI29BTM-VI64B TM-VI27BTM-VI50B TM-VI21BTM-VI82B TM-VI30BTM-VI90B TM-VI42B

S-SD57S-SD38S-SD82 S-SD83 S-SD32 S-SD35S-SD24S-SD21

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.
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